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Policy requirements 
Policy Journal articles /  
published conference papers 
Monographs 
RCUK (£2.3bn p.a.) Immediate Gold OA, under CC-BY, APC paid, 
or 
Embargoed Green OA 
No requirement, but encouragement and 
active consideration 
Wellcome Trust 
(£700m p.a.) 
Immediate Gold OA, under CC-BY, APC paid, 
or 
Embargoed Green OA 
Immediate Gold OA, under CC-BY-NC/D, BPC 
paid, or 
Embargoed Green OA 
REF (1.6bn p.a.) Deposit at acceptance 
Discoverable by publication 
OA within ~RCUK embargo limits 
No requirement this time, but active 
consideration for future 
EC Horizon 2020 
(£67bn over six years) 
Deposit by publication 
Immediate Gold OA, APC paid, or 
Embargoed Green OA 
No requirement this time, but 
encouragement 
Funding for FP7 
Jisc Monitor: 2 separate but integrated services  
• Monitor Local: 
• Institutions can record and 
report data relating to their 
OA publications 
• Institutions can record and 
report on their APCs 
• Hosted in the cloud for 
security 
• Monitor UK: 
• Shared application aggregating 
and presenting data analytics 
• Institutions and funders can 
evaluate cost and compliance 
data 
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Monitor Local: the benefits 
• UK specific focus 
• Automation of data collection and validation wherever possible 
• Publication record enhancement and compliance checking 
• Compliant with open standards for data exchange and exploit data 
from global and UK services such as  
• CORE, CrossRef, “How Open Is It?”, KB+, & SHERPA 
 
Monitor Local: Alpha Release  
Monitor Local: People 
Monitor Local: Publication 
Monitor Local: Publication 
Monitor Local: Finance 
Monitor Local: Compliance 
Local will check compliance with RCUK and COAF funder policies. The Compliance tab will show what the 
requirements are, and (if the relevant information has been captured or recorded for the publication) whether the 
publication meets those requirements or not. This will include: 
  
* Correct licence applied 
* Correct embargo applied 
* Deposited in a repository (where this is required) 
* Acknowledgement of funder included in publication 
* Statement about research materials included in publication 
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Monitor UK is an 
APC aggregator, 
which will show 
how much 
publishers are 
charging for APCs 
and how much 
institutions are 
paying. This can 
directly inform 
future 
negotiations.  
Monitor UK: the benefits 
The benefits will be of interest in a 
number of contexts: 
Institutions 
Jisc Collections 
Funders 
jisc.ac.uk 
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